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ABSTRACT

A relative normalized irradiance-dependent efficiency of photovoltaic modules is recommended as an objective
means of quantifying their behaviour under variable irradiance conditions. It allows users to decouple the irradiance-
dependent behaviour of photovoltaic modules from their temperature dependence. This criterion is shown to have
a broad applicability in diagnostics by manufacturers and users of photovoltaic module’s data sheets. A selection
of calculated values of the relative normalized irradiance-dependent efficiency obtained from a survey of 121 data
sheets by 30 leading manufacturers are graphically presented. These figures indicate that there are quantifiable
irradiance-dependent differences between photovoltaic module technologies and manufacturers.
An illustration of comparisons based on the irradiance-dependent behaviour between different technologies and
different modules is given. A recommendation is made for the following edition of the EN 50380 standard
for photovoltaic module data sheets, to require that the measured power-irradiance, power-temperature matrix
according to the new IEC 61853-1 standard be incorporated.
Keywords: standards, relative normalized irradiance-dependent efficiency, diagnostic tool.

1 INTRODUCTION

Investors and system designers of photovoltaic
systems look at data sheets of photovoltaic modules
for a few primary characteristics to make a choice
on which module type and brand to install. These
include the module power at STC (standard testing
conditions) in Watt-peak (Wp), the temperature
coefficient of power γPmpp, the efficiency at
STC ηSTC and also the “low light behaviour” of
photovoltaic modules, as STC conditions are rarely
met in real life.
Many data sheets of photovoltaic modules mention
in some form their behaviour or performance under
low-light conditions. For data sheets that are made
according to the EN 50380:2003 standard, a data
sheet should contain a statement about certain
characteristic quantities, e.g. at standard testing
conditions: the maximum power, Pmax, open circuit
voltage Voc, short circuit current Isc. In particular,
according to EN 50380, a statement regarding the
“reduction of efficiency from an irradiance of 1000
W/m2 (Tmodule = 25◦C) following EN 60904-
1”[1] is required. From a survey [2] of over 120
data sheets of photovoltaic modules sold in Europe,
approximately 59% of the data sheets complied
implicitly or explicitly to this requirement.

Previous work in literature has focused on the
temperature dependence of the power output of
photovoltaic modules. The temperature coefficient
of power is well-known and its use well established.
On the other hand, the irradiance-dependent
efficiency of photovoltaic modules has seen less
attention, although progress has been seen in this

area. Work by Eikelboom et al. [3] focused on
the experimental determination of the irradiation
dependent efficiency, while Thomas Huld et al. [4]
have modified the existing detailed model of King
et al. [5], using a relative efficiency ηrel(G

′, T ′)
which depends on a polynomial of irradiances
(G′) and temperatures (T ′) normalized by the
STC temperature and irradiance. Marko Topic̆
et al. [6, 7] have also normalized the irradiance-
dependent efficiency to the STC-efficiency of the
modules, typically as annual values.
The work of Reich et al. [8] has looked in detail
at different models and measurements of the
irradiance-dependent efficiency of crystalline silicon
modules, formulating the irradiance-dependent
efficiency as an empirical function of the fill factor
FF, as well modelled by the 1 and 2-diode models.
Grunow et al. [9] have shown that modules
constructed with identical cells by different
manufacturing processes can show variances in
power output at different irradiances due to parasitic
resistances. They also mention and employ the
European Efficiency for photovoltaic modules.
Schumann [10] focused on the quality of data
found in photovoltaic module data sheets and the
actual measured low-light behaviour of photovoltaic
modules.
In this paper, the approach by Schumann is coupled
to that of the previous authors to obtain an objective
value with which to compare the low-light behaviour
of photovoltaic modules: by identifying their relative
normalized irradiance-dependent efficiency from
data sheets. By normalizing the output to STC,
photovoltaic modules of different power ratings can
be objectively compared.



This paper will first introduce the method by
which the normalized relative irradiance-dependent
efficiency is calculated from measured values,
obtained from a data sheet or another source. Then
some results and applications of the normalized
relative irradiance-dependent efficiency as a tool and
criterion will be presented and discussed. Finally
some recommendations and conclusions will be
given.

2 METHOD

The normalized relative irradiance-dependent
efficiency is obtained by varying the irradiance,
whilst maintaining the cell temperature and spectrum
according to the Standard Testing Conditions of IEC
61215-ed. 2 and IEC 61646-ed. 2: Tmodule = 25◦C
and AM 1.5. In its general form it is calculated as:

ηrel(G) =
η(G)

η(GSTC)
(1)

With

η(G) =
P (G)

G ·APV
(2)

where APV is the module area, G is the irradiance
and P(G) the maximum power output of the module
at that irradiance value. Substituting GSTC instead
ofG, one obtains the STC-equivalent value. AsAPV

is constant in each module, its value cancels out in
Eq. (1) giving:

ηrel(G) =
P (G)/G

P (GSTC)/GSTC
=

P (G)

G · ηSTC
[%]

(3)
At present, few data sheets contain irradiance-

dependent power values or efficiencies. A survey
[2] of 30 leading manufacturers of photovoltaic
modules, with a total of 121 data sheets evaluated
was performed. While 71 out of 121 data sheets (i.e.
59%) mentioned in some form the low-light/weak-
light performance, 28 of these 71 only mention a
reduction in efficiency as per EN 50380, which could
not be verified in the data sheet itself. An overview
according to technology can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview of photovoltaic module data sheets surveyed from leading manufacturers

Technology Amount Mention PPV (G) Usefula per tech.
[%]

% of total [%]

Mono-Si 43 17 39.53 14.05

Poly-Si 51 20 46.51 16.53

Thin film 27 6 13.95 4.96

Total 121 43 — 35.54
a A data sheet was designated as “useful” if at least one power value at an irradiance other than at GSTC was indicated.

3 RESULTS

Some manufacturers of photovoltaic modules give
power-irradiance (P-G) or power-voltage (P-V, with
indicated irradiance) curves at a module temperature
of 25◦C. Some of these also provide numerical
power values, or quantify the reduction in power
output, in data sheets at other irradiances thanGSTC ,
e.g. at 200 and 800 W/m2. For photovoltaic
module data sheets which only showed P-G/P-V
curves, maximum power values at given irradiances
were read off by interpolation. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the spread in the reported and calculated
irradiance-dependent normalized relative efficiency
of PV modules from their data sheets. From Figure
1, a number of conclusions can be drawn. For
instance, a preference for publishing values at 200,
400, 600 and 800W/m2 can be seen. In general, the
spread of calculated values of ηrel(G) is highest at
the lowest irradiances, and reduces as the irradiance
value rises, converging around the 100% value of

ηrel(G) at Standard Testing Conditions.
Some manufacturers publish real measured values at
STC, e.g. a 230 Wp module at STC with 230.2 W
indicated on the power-irradiance curve in the data
sheet, whereas others round the results.

The spread in the calculated values for ηrel(G)
is particularly large at low irradiances, such as
at 200 W/m2. Here, differences up to 30%
(relative) can be observed. The worst performers
at 200 W/m2 in Figure 1 are Series38 (amorphous
Silicon - microcrystalline Silicon tandem cell,
manufacturer X), Series40 and Series41 (amorphous
Silicon, manufacturer Y). Their values indicate that
these modules do not have a superior low-light
performance, something typically ascribed to thin-
film technologies. Rather, it is their low temperature-
dependence in power reduction – in this case
-0.24%/K, -0.19%/K and -0.19%/K respectively –
which allows most thin-film modules to compensate
for losses at low irradiances by reducing losses at



higher cell temperatures, associated with higher
irradiances.
Thus, by using the criterion of ηrel(G) at constant
temperatures (such as the suggested Tcell = 25◦C),
it is possible to decouple the cell temperature from
the irradiance level, giving an objective indication of
the low-light performance of PV modules.

It must be noted that the manufacturer of Series38
(90 Wp) is also represented in Series39 (135
WP ), which has clearly better irradiance-dependent
normalized relative efficiency values, whilst the
temperature dependence of power remains constant,
possibly indicating a manufacturing improvement.
This illustrates the diagnostic value of using ηrel(G)
for manufacturers and users alike.

Figure 1: Irradiance-dependent normalized relative efficiency graph of all 43 “useful” data sheets of photovoltaic modules.
Cell temperature at each irradiance is 25 ◦C



A more detailed look and analysis is provided
below for 9 of these 43 PV modules’ data sheets.
By calculating the values of the relative normalized
irradiance-dependent efficiency ηrel(G) for the

photovoltaic modules from Table 2 using either Eq.
(1) or (3), these can be visually represented as in
Figure 2, with guidelines added for visual clarity:

Figure 2: Irradiance-dependent normalized relative efficiency graph of 9 photovoltaic modules obtained from a survey of
manufacturer’s data sheets. Cell temperature at each irradiance is 25 ◦C

Table 2: A selection of photovoltaic modules values from survey, shown in Figure 2

Manufacturer code Technology PSTC [Wp]

A Poly-Si 230

A2 Mono-Si 250

B Mono-Si 235

B2 µc + a-Si 120

C Poly-Si 225

C2 Mono-Si 190

D Poly-Si 220

D2 µc + a-Si 135

E CIS 85
a Poly-Si: polycrystalline silicon, Mono-Si: monocrystalline silicon, µc + a-Si: microcrystalline and amorphous silicon tandem cells, CIS:

Copper Indium Gallium (di)Selenide
b Code: letter and letter2 means different technology by the same manufacturer.



Figures such as above, allow the user to
perform a comparison of different technologies of
photovoltaic modules, regardless of their power
values. Based on Figure 2, a more detailed look
per technology is given in Figures 3, 4 and 5. For
this selection, differences of up to 8% between
the best and worst per technology at an irradiance
value of 200 W/m2 can be observed. The largest
difference for all technologies at 200W/m2 is 12%
(manufacturer B versus manufacturer D), which will
have an impact on the annual energy output.

Figure 3: ηrel(G) graph of 3 mono-crystalline
PV modules obtained from manufacturer’s data sheets.
Tmodule = 25◦C.

Figure 4: ηrel(G) graph of 3 thin film PV modules
obtained from manufacturer’s data sheets. Tmodule =
25◦C.

Manufacturer B’s curve shows a much higher
irradiance-dependent normalized relative efficiency
than its competitors; it also shows the value of
ηrel(G) at 100 W/m2, which is not given in the
data sheets of manufacturers A and C. The curve of
manufacturer C in Figure 3 differs sufficiently from

its’ competitors in shape to be studied further. The
non-monotonically decreasing shape of the ηrel(G)
curve of manufacturer E in Figure 4 suggests an
irregularity that merits further investigation by the
manufacturer. In Figure 5, the curve of manufacturer
D is lower than those of manufacturers A and C,
where curve C also shows an irregular shape.

Figure 5: ηrel(G) graph of 3 poly-crystalline PV
modules obtained from manufacturer’s data sheets.
Tmodule = 25◦C.

With more attention being paid to local
climates, it may be envisaged that for countries
or certain geographical areas (e.g. coasts versus
mountains, Northern versus Southern Europe), a
local (at country-level) irradiances distribution-
weighted efficiency be more appropriate. As it is
indicated by some, e.g. [7, 10], the variation in the
irradiance distribution between different locations
will have a significant impact on the effective annual
energy output of a chosen photovoltaic module.
Based on the above analysis, it is important to
select a photovoltaic module for a certain application
according to the local climate, and not only the
available area and budget. In particular, for
geographical areas which experience lower annual
irradiation values such as Central Europe (900 −
1200 kWh/m2 per year), the irradiance distribution
will be skewed to lower irradiances, increasing the
importance of choosing the correct PV module with
a good irradiance-dependent normalized relative
efficiency at low irradiances to obtain the highest
possible annual energy yield. Here, the relative
normalized irradiance-dependent efficiency ηrel(G)
can be an important additional diagnostic tool,
as it allows for comparison between modules,
regardless of the power rating of the device.
This has been illustrated in Figures 1 and 2,
where, for example, in Figure 2 the highest power
module (A2: 250 Wp) has nearly 3 times the
power rating of the lowest (E: 85 Wp). By
then correlating the relative normalized irradiance-



dependent efficiency and irradiance histograms for a
chosen location, a system designer will thus be given
an extra tool to choose the optimal photovoltaic
module technology and manufacturer for a chosen
application, as well as reduce prediction uncertainty.
At present, the EN 50380 data sheet standard
for photovoltaic modules is vague regarding the
presentation of the irradiance-dependent behaviour
in a data sheet. With the introduction of new energy
rating standards for photovoltaic modules by the
IEC, more measurements will have to be performed.
In particular, the temperatures-irradiances matrix as
required by the IEC 61853-1 standard [11] will be
useful for manufacturers, customers and researchers.
It is our recommendation that these additional
standardised measurement results be added to data
sheets, as they will provide users with a means
to better predict the behaviour of photovoltaic
modules under different temperature and irradiance
conditions. We suggest that the applicable standard,
EN 50380, demand publication of these values both
as data tables and figures for easy interpretation
by the user. Furthermore, as the survey has
indicated, a significant number of manufacturers
do not yet fully comply with the requirements
for the EN 50380 standard. As system designers
depend on the information provided in data sheets by
manufacturers, it is imperative that these data sheets
be as detailed and as correct as possible.

4 CONCLUSIONS

An objective means of comparing photovoltaic
modules of different technologies and power values
according to their normalized relative irradiance-
dependent efficiency ηrel(G) from measured (data
sheet) values has been introduced. The most
significant values from a survey of more than 120
photovoltaic module data sheets from 30 leading
manufacturers have been presented, indicating that a
sizeable minority did not comply with the EN 50380
standard for photovoltaic module data sheets.
A selection of calculated values of the relative
normalized irradiance-dependent efficiency obtained
from this survey were graphically presented,
illustrating a possible use of ηrel(G). Furthermore,
differences in the relative normalized irradiance-
dependent efficiency ηrel(G) at 200 W/m2 in
Figures 1 to 5 point to manufacturing, technology
or measurement differences between manufacturers
and internal production lines, with finally an
impact on the annual energy yield according to the
local irradiance distribution. A recommendation
was made for the EN 50380 standard for
photovoltaic module data sheets to require that
the measured power-temperature, power-irradiance
matrix according to the new IEC 61853-1 standard
be incorporated, thus providing users with the
data to calculate the relative normalized irradiance-
dependent efficiency.

Finally, by using the criterion of ηrel(G) at
constant temperatures (e.g. such as the standardised
Tcell = 25◦C), it is possible to decouple the cell
temperature from the irradiance level, giving an
objective indication of the low-light performance
of photovoltaic modules.
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